
1 The line "draw me like one of your French girls" comes from which 1997 film? Titanic

2 John Ford holds the record for the most 'Best Director' Academy Award wins, but how many does he have? 4

3 Which extreme sport is focussed on in the 1991 action film 'Point Break'? Surfing

4 Which 2017 war film had the tagline; ‘Hope is a weapon. Survival is victory.’? Dunkirk

5 What was the name of the 2003 sequel to ‘The Matrix’? Matrix Reloaded

6 Who directed 'Dazed and Confused', 'School of Rock' and 'Boyhood'? Richard Linklater

7 Who played Bert, with the famous cockney accent, in the 1964 film Mary Poppins? Dick Van Dyke

8 In the TV series 'The Adams Family', what is the name of the disembodied hand? Thing

9 Which comedy group created the ‘Flying Circus’ sketch series in the late 1960s? Monty Python

10 What actor, known for his roles in Community and Atlanta, performs music under the stage name Childish Gambino? Donald Glover

11 Which historic event was started at the bakery of Thomas Farriner on Pudding Lane in 1666? Great Fire of London

12 Which former President was the first American to win a Nobel Prize, for his role in the mediation of the Russo-Japanese War? Theodore Roosevelt

13 What is the name of the medieval knightly system of religious, moral, and social codes? Chivalry

14 Who was taller; Napoleon Bonaparte or Vladimir Lenin? Napoleon

15 Also the name for those that favour the colour black, what was the collective name of the nomadic tribes who sacked Rome in 410? The Goths

16 The Kumanovo Agreement, signed in 1999, brought about the end of which war? Kosovo War

17 In what year was the Tiananmen Square protest: A)1979, B)1989, C)1999? B)1989

18 Which war featured the Battle of the Bulge? World War Two

19 What happened first: the final woman burned at the stake in England or Darwin’s ‘Origin of Species’ was published? Last woman burned at the Stake

20 Name the island on which Nelson Mandela spent 18 years imprisoned? Robben Island

21 What is the name of the largest mammal in the world? The Blue Whale

22 What is the name of the famous storm found on Jupiter, which has been continuously observed since 1830? Great Red Spot

23 When reciting Pi, what is the 5th number from the start? 5

24 In Mathematics, what is 10 cubed? 1000

25 Name the variety of the Cannabis plant species that is grown specifically for the industrial uses of its derived products? Hemp

26 How many chemical symbols are only 1 letter long: A)4, B)9, C)14? C)14

27 The duck-billed platypus is native to which country? Australia

28 Name the American scientist that narrated and co-wrote the 1980s TV series 'Cosmos: A Personal Voyage'? Carl Sagan

29 In what decade of this century will Halley's Comet next be seen from Earth? 60's

30 A Nephrologist deals with which organ in the human body? Kidneys

31 ‘West Side Story’ the Broadway musical, is based on which Shakespeare play? Romeo and Juliet

32 What was the title of the first music video broadcast on MTV? Video Killed the Radio Star

33 Which Nordic country coined the term 'Molotov Cocktail'? Finland

34 In men's Tennis, what is the name of the international team event founded in 1900? Davis Cup

35 Who wrote novels such as ‘Rainbow Six’, ‘Patriot Games’ and ‘The Hunt for Red October’? Tom Clancy

36 In what year did David Beckham and Victoria Adams. AKA Posh Spice, get married? 1999=2pts 90's=1pt

37 What is the name of the melon flavoured liqueur, which is derived from the Japanese word for 'green'? Midori

38 Which African country did Namibia declare independence from in 1990? South Africa

39 In which Nintendo video game series would you find the protagonist Samus Aran? Metroid Prime

40 In nautical terms, which direction is stern? the rear/behind
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